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John Glenn Orbits Earth Three Times
Ill Mercury Atlas 6 Flight Proves Man Is Able

To Perform Tasks During Weightlessness
Astronaut John H. Glenn, Jr., yesterday became the first American to orbit the Earth.

The spaceflight, often postponed because of weather and technical difficulties finally became a
reality after a sudden change in weather and Glenn's name is certain to go down into history
alongside the names of Astronaut Alan B. Shepard and Virgil I. "Gus" Grissom, who completed
suborbital space flights last year. The flight started at 9:47 AM EST and was concluded at
2:43 PM EST when he splashed down in the Atlantic Ocean. The Friendship 7 with its now
famous Astronaut pilot was picked up by the USS Noa at 3:01 PM and set on the Destroyer's
deck at 3:04 PM. Glenn reported by radio to the Noa's crew, 'My condition is excellent.'

The near perfect weather and the outstanding performance of the spacecraft and launch
vehicle systems seemed a fitting reward for the remarkable patience with which Glenn had
shrugged off what seemed to be endless delays to others. Both Glenn and his back-up pilot, M.
Scott Carpenter, have repeatedly stated that the delays would only serve to increase the sharp-
ness of the crew and Glenn's performance during the flight seemed to give credence to this view.

The flight took an elapsed

time of slightly more than four far past the time of recovery, day for my family. We're all
hours and 56 minutes, during
which time John Glenn had The medias concerned not so proud of everyone on the
travelled a total of more than only covered the activities at Mercury team who made it
80,000 miles. Following his Cape Canaveral but also those such a success."
pickup by the Nod the side at the Glenn home in Arling- It was reported that one of

ton, Va., at the hometown of the happiest men in the Mer-hatch of the- Mml_ry J_ace-
craft was blown_and Glenn his parents, N e w Concord, cury 'Control Center at the

Ohio, at the White House in successful completion of the
performed side egress. Washington, and in the re- mission was Astronaut DonaldGlenn was in voice contact
with fellow astronauts at Mer- covery area. K. "Deke" Slayton, who has
cury Tracking Stations during Following the completion of been named to pilot the Met-
his history making flight, and the flight and the recovery cury-Atlos 7 mission with Wal-

JOHN GLENN'S STAUNCHEST SUPPORTERS---daughter Lynn, in typical Glenn fashion many President Kennedy appeared ter Schirra, Jr., as back-up
wife Annie, and son David, have been 100 per cent behind him of the remarks were of a light on camera and spoke briefly pilot and Gus Grissom as tech-
through all the delays and share his enthusiasm and confidence nature, concerning the success of the nlcal adviser.mission. He said in part, "1 More than 500 media rep-In addition to reporting on

_ll his physical condition and the know I express the greet hap- resentatives followed the Mer-
spacecraft's systems, he con- piness and thanksgiving of all cury spacecraft at it circled
tinually gave other impres- of us on the completion of the earth three times and kept

i sions as to the view, etc. Short- Colonel Glenn's trip. I also the free world in constant con-
' ly after lift-off Glenn said the want to thank all of those who tact with the progress of the

"view is tremendous." When participated at Cape Canav- mission. It was further report-
passing over the coastline of eral who faced many disap- ed that the Soviet Union fact-
Australia on the first of his pointments and delays but uol reports were broadcast
three trips around the earth, kept their heads and made a from time to time. One of the
he was conversing with astro- judgement o n d today that facilities at the Cape press

-_ naut Gordon Cooper and he judgement has been vindlcat- site was a Voice of America
_"--,_ saw lights to the south. When ed. Some time ago, I stated van through which messages

Cooper informed him that they that all men sholud serve their in many languages were trans-
were the lights turned on as a country. Today Colonel Glenn mitted to oil parts of the
salute by the citizens of Perth, served his country." world.
he said, "the lights show very At N e w Concord, Ohio, Glenn rose shortly after 2
well and thank everybody for many activities were held to AM, breakfasted with steak,
turning them on." mark the biggest day in the scrambled eggs, toast, orange

On his last orbit Gleen re- life of the town's hero. At T juice and coffee. Following his
quested Cooper to send omes- minus 15 minutes the sirens in physical examination and the
sage to the Commandant of town were sounded to give the attachment of his hie-sensors,
Marines, General D. M. Shoup, citizens notice to gather at he was suited at 4:30 AM, the
notifying him that he had at- Muskingum College Auditor- pressure check was completed
tained his necessary f o u r ium to view the launch, at 4:38 AM, he left the crew
hours of flight time and re- Following the flight, Glenn's quarters and was transferred
questing flight pay. mother said that most tense to Complex 14 in the Transfer

After his re-entry, at which moment for her and Mr. Glenn Van, arrived at the launch pad
time the spacecraft attained a were those moments just after at 5:59 AM, and entered the
temperature of about 3,000 the launch and before the
degrees and the cabin tem- successful orbit was announc- spacecraft at 6:03 AM. At
peroture was in excess of 130 ed. She said that in a tele- that point no one could know
degrees, when queried about phone conversation on Tues- thot he would spend nine hours

. his condition, Glenn said he day night John had told her and 21 minutes in that space-
felt fine and speaking of the that he had "packed his bag croft before emerging on the

WHILE NEWSMEN and hundreds of other people showed their experience of re-entry said for a little ¢'rip."
consternation at the second weather postponement, Glenn took "boy, that was a real fireball." At Arlington, where media deck of the Nod. During the
the news calmly, grabbed a cup of posture, and turned on the National radio and role- representatives stood by all trip he travelled around the
TV set in the crew quarters. He watched the remainder of the vision coverage of the event day, Glenn's wife said that earth at altitudes ranging from
late show, then turned in for the night o second time. started at 6:30 AM and lasted this was the "most wonderful 100 to 160 statute miles,
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E_FT CEI,g_ -HOUSTO_.TE_S

Industry Assistance Symposium
At Houston Attracts 1,600

Manned Spacecraft Center, in cooperation with the Hmlston Cham-
ber of Commerce, sponsored an industry assistance s)mposium at the
Shamrock Hilton Hotel February 7. The meeting uas attended by mere
than 1,600 representatives of more d_an 1.000 firms, most of t!x-m fr{/m
the greater Houston area.

Pardcipatin.g in the coldcrc.*_ce I;, i..i :_1.s.:it lli_ v_:_:_l'mywere the Small !3u_,mc:_s \din! i_ sxst,ms ...
is _:nxi,_,ts '<, d_ bu_inu,s v, id_

tration, Houston Chamber of Com-
merce, Collins l_adio CoreD:my Hot:st{m .m.? "lexas c¢:m.ganies.
Airesearch Division of the Garrett N_rfi_ An_c:i,an _,ds the 5,._1)0

Corporation, Radioplane Division million c_mrrtcr tw die c_!rmnand
of Northrop CorporadmL Genend and scrxice nu_dulcs uhid_ wiI[
Dynamics, Martin-Marietta Cotpor- make tip F,trt _,{ file A_ ,!I,_ spacc-
ation, NASA Headquarters, Man- craft. C_.t)"rJJ dr.. gr_uI, that con-
ned Spacecraft Center, General Ser- tracts m d?e .\pnlh3 e!#_)_t v. crc to
",'ices Administration. Philco Cor- be let by NASA. North Amcricm,
poration, Texas Instruments, Me- and its four maj<w stbc ntrtcmrs--
Donnell A i r c r a f t Corporation, Collins Radio. Minneap/!lis Honey-
North American Aviatinn, General well, R.tdiopkme ;rod Aircsearch.

Electric, and the Corps of Engi Hc added tl!at pr_bably 1(_ to
neers. 20 major ';:ll_¢_/ntr.tcrs xx_lutd bc let

Each participating firm operated by Nordl American alone for
a display booth showing typical various parrs <1{:the Apollo pro-
items to be procured in the space gram.
effort with counselors available to The principal reason f,_r d_c sym-
explain to those attending tl_e de- p(_sium x,.;is t,, let Texas business
tails of how their individual con- titres km_w fly.' requiiemems _f the
tracts are let. pro_ran_ ilI1£ ] _(_ td,.4se the?-2 as to

Kenneth B. Gay, director of ad d_e pr,_pe_ incth:,d _3f bidding on
ministration of Nort!_ American the various c_mttacrs to be let at
Aviation's space and information a later d:lrc.

TWO YOUTHFUL HOUSTONIANS are shown at left center as

they gaze in apparent wonder at the various models on display.
SOME OF THE MSC PERSONNEL who participated in the Houston sypmosium are pictured above Center right, Mike Donahue of "Space Mobile" NASA Hq., ex-
at the MSC booth. Left to right: Howard Robins, Jackie Faith, Ruth Alexander, Dale Hanaford, explains models of various weather spacecraft to visitors at the
and C. R. Yetter. symposium.

A SCALE MODEL of the Mercury spacecraft and escape tower attracted much
TEXAS BUSINESSMEN pay a visit to the North American Aviation booth, attention.
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THE ARCHITECT'S CONCEPTION OF MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER'S NEW HOME AT CLEAR LAKE, TEXAS

Manned Spacecraft Program Gets Big Percentage of NASA FY 63 Budget
The estimated Fiscal Year public following the President's major emphasis will be placed to this in terms of what is there. The contracts out with the very large

1963 Budget for the National Message to the Congress on Janu- iearth-orbiring geophysical, astro- $26 million of the 1962 budget items like Saturn l-B, Apollo anti

Aeronautics and Space Admin- ary 18. nomical and solar observatories, was for environmental chambers other items required, we have in-

istration as presented calls for Also participating in the con- and at the same time continue an and other resr facilities whichference were Dr. Hugh L. Dry- effort on tt_e preliminary design of didn't exist anywhere in the United rroduced the Gemini program,which is an intermediate program
a total of $3,787,276,000. This den, Deputy Administrator of advanced spacecraft for lunar and States."
figure is further broken down NASA; Dr. Robert C. Seamans, manned exploration. The question was then asked, which will test not only the two-

.in two major categories with Jr., Associate Administrator of Later, after a discussion of many "Now you are coming up to $91 man .... and extended fligh_
$2,968,_/8,000'9-_ slated for Re- NASA; D. D. Wyatt, Office of 0D°ints by Dr. Dryden, a discus- million and Dr. Dryden said it may kind of thing, but will also rest

search, Development and Op- Programs, NASA; and Ford W. sion concerning facilities evolved cost more eventually. I would like the problem of how long a man
Eastman, Associate Director of the and it was brought out that $635 to know what this $60 million can remain in space and still re-

eration and $818,998,000 for Office o f Public Information, million of the 8819 million is con- center is going to wind up cost- enter. All of this is experimenral
construction of facilities. NASA. netted with manned space flight ing the people." work and advanced beyond what

The progress of the Mercury pro- Webb pointed out that although .(this includes approximately 8360 Webb replied, "I don't think we can do on the ground and also• givesusinformationon whichwe
gram during Fiscal Year 1962 is new authorizations of more than million for the Atlantic Missile you can tell. You are operating a

evident by the breakdown of pro- S3.7 billion were being asked for, Range.) manned space flight program that can modify the big contracts.
posed allotments for the various these would result in expenditures A media representative queried is going ro run to very large sums. "The point here is that on all
programs. In 1961 the Mercury of $2.4 billion which points up the Dryden about the $30.7 million This is the central point of man- of these large contracts which run
program was granted $124,330,- fact that NASA is putting under time for Manned Spacecraft Cen- agement, experimentation, develop- for several years, we have them
000; in 1962 it had $68,278,000; contract and moving ahead with ter. "We were led to believe that ment of equipment, and what is put out on an annual incremental
and for 1963, $13,259,000 has work that will involve substantial this thing at Houston was a $60 required will be put there, or else- basis, which means rhat each year
been requested, expenditures in future years, million layout. Ir now starts look- where in accordance with the re- we have been negotiating with

In the advanced Manned Space He also emphasized that al- ing like a $91 million layout• I quirements of the program." those contractors and will have the
Flight program, S6,266.000 was al- capacity ro
lorc-d in 1961: S147,2.i2,000 in though the expenditures for space would like to know how come?" The question followed, "So that speed up or slow down
1962; and S863,028.000 has been programs were doubling in terms After Dryden remarked that "It we can look for substantial in- those large cor_tracts where the
asked for 1963. This nleans, in ef- of money each year that the in- may still go higher.", the question creases above $91 million?" very large money is involved, in
feet that the corabined blanned crease in civilian personnel is no- was asked, "How much higher?" Webb replied, "I do nor think accordance as we learn the infor-

Space Flight programs will receive where near that rate, thus proving He replied, "$60 million was the that it will go very much beyond marion we need from these ex-
approximately 30 per cent of the the desire to have an in-house sum for the first year which would this. But again I don't think you perimental programs.
entire NASA budget for Research, capability sufficient to do the pro- enable us to do the job of plan- are looking at S200 million, but "If rendezvous won't work we
Development, and Operations for gram but to accomplish the pro- ning the facility, to get the broad it may be necessary to add equip- will expedite NOVA and slow

gram as nearly as possible through range of facilities needed. I might ment there. What is required will down rendezvous. _Ie have a much
the up-coming year. contracts which do not involve try- say that most of our centers have be done." less expensive program that will

Of thetotalrequestedforcon-
struttion program for FY 63 ing.to bring on to the government started with small sums and have The Administrator made a con- prove out these items before we

payroll all the personnel necessary grown." cluding point. He said, "In rhis stake our whole prestige of the
Manned Spacecraft Center is pro-
grammed to receive S30,755,000. to do the work. At this point Administrator whole operation, if you notice, nation on the success, say, of

The estimated number of NASA Webb added that in addition to Webb said "You have to took at while we have been getting the Apollo."

employees by the end of FY 63 is carrying on the operating program,

26,273, as compared with 21,880 it is necessary to initiate the ad- Flight dy dy
estimated at tbe close of FY 62 vance program for manned ex- Scout Development To Stu Aero namic Heating
and an actual employment of 17,- ploration of space which will lead The eighth in a series of de- flights on July 1, 1960, has been to be reached by manned space-
077 at the close of FY 61. Man- to extended manned earth-orbital

ned Spacecraft Center is scheduled flights, manned circumlunar flight velopment flights of the Scout under development at the NASA craft returning from lunar mis-
to have the largest percentage in and a manned lunar landing and launch vehicle is planned in the Langley Research Center since sions.
increase in number of employees, that it is also necessary to develop near future by the National Aero- mid-1958 to provide the United After launch from \Xrallops Is-
At the close of FY 61, there were the two-man spacecraft to test rhe nautics and Space Administration States with a small, reliable and land, the first two Scout stages will
805 employees on board. It is esti- rendezvous technology, and the at the NASA Wallops Station, flexible research vehicle for a propel the remaining three stages
mated that by the end of FY 62 three-man Apollo spacecraft, em- Wallops Island, Virginia. variety of space exploration tasks, to an altitude of about 135 statute
MS(." will have 1,640 empolyed; phasizing again an operations pro- Primary purpose of the sub- miles. As the vehicle reaches the
and by the end of FY 63, 2,700. gram designed to test, while build- orbital flight will be to give NASA As a secondary project in con- peak of its trajectory and begins

NASA Administrator .James E. ing the advanced Saturn and scientists another opportunity to nection with the development to nose over, the third, fourth and
Webb held a news conference in Apollo, the rendezvous technique study the performance of the flight, Langley scientists will con- fifth stages fire in rapid succession

mid-January to present ro news and others to make the advanced Scout launch vehicle, duct an experiment to measure to drive the payload into the
media representatives the budget vehicle succeed. The four-stage Scout, flown on aerodynamic heating during re- atmosphere at a speed of about
estimate which would be made lie later told the group that the first in a series of development entry at speeds approaching those 19,000 miles an hour.
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Equipment Specialist Joe W. Schmitt Astronaut Flight Surgeon Dr. William K. Douglas Astronaut John Glenn at familiar task

Schmitt assists Glenn in suiting up. Douglas helps Glenn into suit pressure rig.

Glenn, Douglas and Schmitt leaving the crew quarters. Glenn leaves Hangar S on familiar trip to Pad 14 Complex.
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IF THERE HAS BEEN ONE MAN as bus}, as John Glenn in i!
connc-_tion with preparation for the MA-6 flight that man is

Astronaut M. S_ott Carpenter, Glenn's back-up pilot. Since the

team was named late in November, Carpenter has undergone all

the tests along with Glenn, has served as his representative at

meetings he could not attend, and has gone to the Pad 14 Com-

plex during early phases of the split count-down for systems

che_ks while Glenn was being prepared for the flight• He is

shox_n above just after leaving the Mercury Control Center fol-

lo_ing a procedures test. At the upper right he is shown during a

suit inflation test in the suit room of the crew quarters in Hangar

S. At the right, he walks toward a personnel carrier during a land

recovery drill. At lox_er left, he is shown assisting Glenn with

cquipm_.nt adjustments outside the blockhouse; and at the lower

right, hL• is pictured after being suited up prior to one of the many
tests he has run.
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iE i PONAL'TYDITORIAL ...............

XCERPTS Christopher C. Kraft, Jr. Heads

NewportDA LyNews,pREssVirginia,Flight Operations Division
February 18, 1962 Christopher C. Kraft, Jr., a native of Phoebus, Va., was named Chief

DIVERGENT VIEWS WITHIN of Manned Spacecraft Center's Flight Operations Division in Januaryof this year. He was graduated from Hampton High School and cam-
THE SPACE COMMTTEE pleted his formal eduaction at Virginia Polytechnic Institute in 1944, re-

The tatest postponement of Lr. ceiving a bachelor of science de-
Col. John H. Glenn's orbital flight gree in Aeronautical Engineering. • Flight Measurements of the

[_ _,% has brought some complaints about Kraft entered the employ of the Velocity Distribution and Persis-the number of delays in this parri- National Advisory Committee on tence of the Trailing Vortices of

r':] cular aspect of the United States' Aeronautics at Langley Research and Airplane.• Analysis of a Vane-Contrail-
space efforts. In response to such Center in January 1945, and con- ed Gust-Alleviation System.criticisms, two members of the tinued there until he was trans-

House of Representatives' Cam- ferred to Space Task Group in • Flight Measurements of Some
mittee on Science and Aeronau- November 1958 as an Aeronautical of the Flying Qualities and Stabil-

tics had some comments to make Research Engineer. He was named ity Derivatives of the Chance
at the week's end--remarks that Vought F8U-1.

typify the divergent nature of pub- During Project Mercury flight
lic opinion on the subject, f missions, Kraft is responsible for

the in-progress flight and assumes
Speaking Friday night to mem-

bers of the Institute of Aerospace directorship of the flight from lift-
off until impact. In this role he

Sciences' Hampton Roads Section, \
Rep. George P. Miller D-Calif., I answers directly to OperationsDirector Walter C. Williams.

the Committee's chairman, said he _ As Chief (rf the Flight Opera-
was heartily tired of such com-
plaints, pointing out that "this is tions Division he is responsible for
nor a circus stunt or a race, but operations analysis, planning, and
sound scientific endeavor." He thus requirements associated with the

attempted to put the space effort Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo pro-
in some kind of proper perspective, grams; direct operations support in

the area of monitoring and con-
,_._ou, _o_N 6L_NN, _AVE AN EXr_ "ATLAS"BOO_TER" citing the benefits already gained

through the program as well as the trol of the flight and in conduct of
--THE LOWELL, MASS., SUN fact that we are just on the thresh- spacecraft and astronaut recovery;

hold on unknown fields--have and coordination of the support

"hardly scratched the surface." from the Department of Defense
As Mr. Miller stated, it is abso- and other agencies in these areas.

On The Lighter Side While atUPI, Kraft was a Cap-
lutely imperative that the public be rain in the Corps of Cadets and re-
kept aware that the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration CHRISTOPHER C. KRAFT, JR. ceived the Outstanding CadetAward in his senior year. In ad-

Although Project Mercury is still a relative infant--as years go-- is performing a "long-term scienti- dition, he played varsity baseball
there have been many changes initiated in the terminology of its vehicles tic investigation of space." Colonel Assistant Chief of the Flight Oper- for three seasons and was a mem-

since the inception of the program. Glenn's flight will be much more ations Division in April 1961. bet of Pi Tau Sigma and the Mona-

At the strat of the program the launch vehicle was referred to almost than a bid to match the Russians-- While at Langley Research Cen- gam Club.
it will be a stage in a vast step-by- tre Kraft worked on gust allevia- He is married to the former

universally as the missile, the rocket or the booster--the spacecraft was step project. If the public becomes tion (his favorite pasttime) and Eliabeth Ann Turnbull and they
then commanly referred to as the capsule. Now the Florida Citrus Mutu. panicky or disillusioned by the designed and had built a completeal threatens to promote an even more drastic change to the nomenclature have two children, Gordon T., 9,

postponements of his mission-- automatic gust alleviation system
of a vital piece of egress equipment--the cherry picker, and Kristie-Anne, 6.

most of them caused by weather in a re-designed C-45 airplane. Kraft is active in Episcopal
Following is a release from the Mutual's Public Information Direc- conditions beyond man's control-- He also made an experimental Church affairs and is a practicing

tar John Sikes during the week of February 5. it may become difficult to get the study of trailing vortices which lay reader in Emmanuel Episcopal
"LAKELAND . . . Strong representations (That's a diplomatic funds to continue the space pro- has been extensively used by Flight Church.

euphemism for "what the heck!') will be immediately made to Col. Shorty gram on which we are embarked. Safety Foundation and all services;

Powers, the public relations officer who speaks for the astronauts over at Another California congressman worked on G-limiting devices; Welcome
Cape Canaveral, about calling those gantry cranes that lift out-of-this- spoke up on the subject in Wash- automatic stability and control
world materiel to the tops of rockets on launching pads 'cherry pickers.' ington Friday. Rep. Gordon L. studies and flight tests; and was (Continued from page 8)

" 'Cherry Pickers,' indeed! Right smack-dab in the middle of the McDonough, R-Calif., a member NACA project engineer on flight M. Kelarek, Donna D. Alberts,
famous Indian River Country where the world's finest oranges and grape- of the Science and Astronautics tests of the Chance Vought F-8U-I Herbert R. Ash, Richard J. Crane.

Committee headed by Mr. Miller, airplane. He worked with John Technical Services: Charles L.

fruit are grown, seems to have been thinking more Glenn on this latter program. Bailey, Charles E. Rogers, Jr., Wil-
"Let's flash-back for a moment to warm up to the subject. A couple about his home state's interests Glenn, at that time, was assigned liam R. Ball.

of years ago a timid demurer was voiced to Walter Cronkite, famed CBS than the future of the space pro- to the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics Administrative Services O_fice:
caster, about that very 'cherry picker' business. Walt is a member of the gram, however. He came up with and was one of the test pilots on Shirley J. Archer, William J. Nun-
Florida Citrus Mutual in good standing and it was assumed he would the proposal that the Project Mer- the F-8U. net),, William A. Crumpler, Tho-
wish to come to the vocal aid of his brother orange and grapefruit grow- cury launchings be transferred Kraft has authored or co-author- mas W. Ullrich, Evelma L. Dupree.
ers. But Walt apparently got bogged down in such insignificances as from Cape Canaveral to Vanden- ed about 25 NACA technical re- Photographic Division: William
Moscow and Viet Nam. berg Field, Calif. His reason? ports including the following: H. Willis.

"Other day the weighty matter was broached to Mutual's Bob Rut- California, he said, has more re- • Measurement of Flying Quali- Security Office: Jean R. Putnam.
ledge, who reacted thusly: liable weather than Florida. ties of a P-47-D-30 Airplane to Life Systems Division: Wilbert

" 'Of course the cranes should be immediately renamed orange pick- We have no idea how much Determine Lateral and Directional E. Ellis, Dale H. Taylor, Carlos S.
ers or grapefruit pickers. Where do they thing they are? Get with it!' money it would cost to move the Stability and Control Characteris- Warren, Henry J. Friloux, Frank

manned shot project bodily across tics. Garcia, Jr., John W. Bell, Harold
"This resulted in a full-scale conference with AI Moffett, potential the continent, but it certainly • Determination by the Free- F. Battaglia, Charlotte R. Smith.

Mutual member who does, among other, chores, the early A.M. Farm would be no inconsiderable figure. Fall Method of the Drag and Lon- Flight Operations Division: Ed-
Show for WTVT over in Tampa. Al immediately joined the crusade to Representative McDonough might gitudinal Stability and Control ward A. Knobelauch, Ronald W.
have the 'cherry picker' changed to the 'orange picker' by decibeling his know, as a member of a House Characteristics of a Canard Model Mills.
protest over Channel 13's air waves, committee which has close liaison at Transonic Speeds. Cape Canaveral Administrative

"Now the people are speaking (and when the people speak even with the space effort. And surely • Theoretical Study of Some Office: Ned Morrison.
gantry cranes called 'cherry pickers' quake on their tracks) in this manner: he is also aware of the delaying Methods for Increasing the Smooth- Preflight Operations Division:

"From Ann L. Moss, Tampa: 'I am completely in agreement (to effects such a transfer would have. ness of Flight through Rough Air. Louis M. Williams, William B.
rename) the Canaveral picker from cherry to orange. Since the popular Cunningham," Jr.
term has taken root it is certainly certain that the explanation of the Spacecraft Research Division:

future space age terms in written matter, dictionaries, text books, radio The SPACE NEWS ROUNDUP, an official publication Thomas D. Barry, Joan Clemens,
and TV media, etc., will tend to become general usage . . . of the Manned Spacecraft Center, National Aeronautics John M. Eggleston, Jr., Nancy

"From Mrs. John G. Guy, Auburndale: ' . . . of course it should and Space Administration, Langley AFB, Vo., is pub- Alexander, Stanley P. Weiss, Got-
have been named 'orange picker' in the first place. After all, this isn't lished for MSC personnel by the Public Affairs Office. don L. Spencer, Robert W. Abel.Systems Evaluation & Develop-
Washington, It's FLORIDA.'

Director ............... Robert R. Gilruth ment Division: Louis C. Holguin,
"This could be just the beginning, with a landslide mandate certain Joseph A. Chandler, Robert F.

to roll down upon those cherry picking Cape Canaveralers, who've roused Public Affairs Officer ...... John A. Powers Jones, Jr.
the hackles of the orange picking citizens of this grapefruit picking Sun- Editor .................... Ivan D. Ertel Program Aanalysis & Evaluation
shine State." Staff Photographer ........... . . Bill Taub Office: Joe D St. Clair.

This then is the Mutual's pitch--it may or may not gain momentum Management Analysis Office:
-it may or may not be accepted-but certainly, it will be talked about. Josephine A. Townsend.
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Environmental Control System Houston
To Be Used On MA-6 Decribed nci--rco...o
ly designed closed-type environmental control system to allow continuous
flight monitoring of the spacecraftenvironment and re provide the as- During the period January 30
trounaut with a I00 per cent oxygen environment and pressurization for through February 12 a total of 91
comfort and safety. This system was developed by the Air Research Manned Spacecraft Center person-
Manufacturing Division of Garrett Corporation under McDonnell Air- nel accomplished permanent change
craft Ct_rporarion subc,mrract, of station to Houston.

Requirements for development cabin at 5.5 psi at 27,000 feet for Spacecraft Research Dk,i_io*_:
of the system were m (1) provide cabin pressure and temperature Floyd V. Bennett, Thomas V.
breathing oxygen for extended control. A manual decompression Chambers,EdwardChevers,Norma
space flight, {2) provide adequate feature is included in this valve B. Fitzgerald, Lillian A. Greene,
bod_, venrilati_m, (3 } remove me- for use by the pilot for emergency ! Joan G. Jones, Malcolm Jones,
tab',_lic products, (4} control cabin decompression in event of on- Lois A. Tilson, Lawrence G. Wil-
temperature within comfortable board fire or buildup of toxic gases, liams, Robert S. Harris, Alexandra
and safe limits during all flight Cabin temperature is maintained M. IVlacpherson, Norman F. Smith.

phases, ( 5 ) provide cabin and suit by a fan and hear exchanger of the Apollo Project Office: Marion
pressuriation in various modes of same type as in the pressure suit R. Franklin, Allen L. Grandfield,
operation, (6) operate tinder zero system. Caldwell C. Johnson, Lee N. Me-
and 'nigh 'G' acceleration, and (7) Post landing ventilation is pro- Million, Owen G. Morris, Carolyn
function automatically and manu- vided by a snorkel valve system. L. Morrison, Robert A. Newlander,
ally. At 20,000feetduringreer_tryfrom RobertO. Piland,FlorenceC.Fer-

Then eT_vironmenta] control sys- orbit, external air for ventilation rese, Robert P. Smith.
rem is loctted in the l<_wer portion is drawn by the suit compressor TecD*zical Serlice_: James E. Ad-

of the spacecraft tm&:r the astro- rhro,.lgh the inlet valve. PARAGLIDER CONFIGURATION, called PARESEV (paraglider kins, Jr., Robert bl. Bernardin,

nm(s support counch. Through Just prior to launch, the astro- research vehicle), soars through air at NASA's Flight Research James C. Brady, Paul O. Ferguson,
this system, both the cabin and naut's space suit is coupled to the Center, Edwards, Calif., d..ring preliminary flight tests. Milton Paul A. Folwell, I,uther L. Hoover,

the pilot's space suit Lre maintain- environmental control system, the O. Thompson, NASA aeronautical research pilot, has been as- Harry D. Stewart, John P. Voros,
ed at 5 psi in normal flight. The helmet visor is closed, and both signed to fly the paraglider during preliminary studies. John L. Schulze, James J. Heffer-
suit is provided -_or protection in the suit and cabin systems are purg- nan, Charles C. Nagle, Charles M.
event of cabindecompression;t)m ed to provide the 100 per cent Tucker.

pilo_ merely lowers the face plate oxygen environment Ground cool- p lide Re h Vehi le
of his helmet to close himselt: off ing is provided by i:reon fed into arag r searc c Life S3<te,ns Di,'i_io,,: William- M. Bush,Jr., GilbertFreedman,

U de goi g Test At Ed rds AFB William L. Gill, James P. Henry,merit, bilica! connection, n r n wa Richard S. Johnston, Maxwell W.

The system- two subsystems _'arning lights concerning this Lippitt, Jr., Gerard J. Pesman,
really - consists of cabin system system are provided for los's of Engineers at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Frank H. Simonski, Jr., James v.

and space suit system. Both systems cabin pressure, depletion of pri- Flight Research Center have started preliminary flight tests on a new
o_erate simultaneously from oxy- mary oxygen supply, emergency device designed to safely return spacecraft and boosters to Earth. Called Correale.
gen, coolant water and electricaJ rate mode of operation, and exces- PARESEV (paraglider research vehicle), the paraglider was designed and Engineeri_ag Ditision: Robert
supplies. Oxygen is stored in two sive cooling water to the suit and constructed by engineers and teen- Cohen, Donald Jacobs, James T.
spherical be:ties, positioned bene- cabirt heat exchangers, nicians at NASA's Edwards facility, towed and released for free flight. Rose, Joan P. Samonski.
;lttl _he pilot's feet, while coolan_ The environmental control sys- The paraglider concept is cur- Engineers hope to stud}, glide Security Office: Lloyd O. York-
water is cent;tined in a tank with tern will be monitored by systems rently under study by NASA characteristics of the powerless con- er.

a pressurized bladder system for personnel in the blockhouse near scientists as a means of returning figuration to determine if it is Pe,'sonnel Office: Janet S. Roth,
flow of water into the heat ex- the launch pad throughout pre- to Earth a two-man Mercury cap- feasible for such projects as Louise R. Morewitz.

chan,ger during weilzhtless flight, launch and launch phases. After sule, called Gemini, now under de- Gemini. Audit Office: Thomas J. Cas-
launch, the system will be moni- velopmen_. North American Aria- Additionally, scientists be!ieve a sias.

"[he pressure suit is a single- tored by environmental system tion's Space and Information Sys- similar design can be used to re- Admi_#strative Sere'ices Office:
piece garmerTt developed by the monitors and Mercury medical tems Division, Downey, Calif., has cover launch vehicles, such as the Cynthia L. McKinsey.

NASA, U.S. Navy, and the B.F. monitors located in tracking sta- been awarded a contract by NASA huge Saturn being developed by Digital Computer Group: John
Goodrich Company. The helmet tions throughout the world, to develop the recovery system for NASA, thus eliminating the loss oi: A. Roth.

incorporates communication equip- Monitoring procedures have been the Gemini craft. The current lVIer- rockets that normally burn up in Office o/ Chief Counsel: Porter
ment and a crash protection liner, developed concurrent with normal cury capsule is recovered by a the atmosphere after boosting their

Biosensor leads, used by Mercury operating ranges. Abnormal instru- parachute, payloads into orbit or on deep H. Gilbert.
medical doctors for monitoring the ment readings have been defined Main feature of the strange-look- space probes. T_a_sportation Office: Jacqui-
astronauts physical status, are pro- with cross checks where possible ing device is a parawing, controlled The Flight Research Center ex- lyne A. Bush.
vided an outlet from the suit to pinpoint system malfunctions, in the PARESEV by a pilot. By perimenmai model incorporates a Management Analysis Office:

through a blosensor connector As the spacecraft passes over a manipulat[ng the wing, the pilot se_it for the pilot, instrumen_ panel Charles F. Bingman, Cecil L. Roby,
located above the righ_ thigh, range station, the astronaut will can fly the vehicle similar to a con- for altitude and speed, a two-way Dexter W. Haven.

A ventilation inlet port to pro- give verbal reading of data as a ventional glider. A similar system radio, and a wing control system Flight Operations Di_'ision: Re-
vide air flow in the suit is located check on telemetry and as a meas- incorporated in the Gemini Mer- for pitch and roll. The tri-cycle bert P. Finley, Sigurd A. Sjoberg,
_ the torso with an outlet port on urement of astronaut performance, cury craft could be controlled from landing gear employs hydraulic Thomas A. Stuart.
the helmet. Oxygen entering the Range stations, in return, will for- within by an astronaut, allowing brakes and also can be controlled S)rtems Et'aluation & Develop-
suit is forced through distribution ward this information to Mercury considerable more flexibility in by the pilot, ment Division: Darlene K. Butler,
ducts to body extremities and flows ControI Center at Cape Canaveral, selecting landing sites. The parawing is triangular- William C. Chandler, Walter W.
back over the body to lend cooling, where the environmental system Many roarawing concepts have shaped and made of Irish Linen. Guy, Richard B. Ferguson.
The oxygen then passes into the monitor will be located beside the been studied during the past year. The vehicle is towed on the dr}, Office o_ Assistant Director for
helmet where a portion is used for Chief Flight Surgeon for rapid ex- However, PARESEV is the first lake bed at Edwards by a truck, Research & Del'elopment: Maxime
breathing and the rest for carbon change of information, manned design capable of being then released for free flight. A. Faget, Johnn B. Lee, Julia R.
dioxideand watervaporremoval. Watkins,B. M.Wilson.

The gaseous mixture removed Th b Bidree Firmsto Su mit s to NASAon RIFTAaron B. Jordan, Harry L. Wat-

particles of matter is _hen scrub- kins, "Wayne W. Corbett, Joe Har-
bed of carbon dioxide in a chemi- The National Aeronautics and stage, fabricating and assembling house as principal sub-contractor, ris, Marion C. Owens.

cal canister of activated charcoal Space Administration today select- the stage at the Michoud Opera- All phases of NERVA develop- Fina**cial Management Office:
and lithium hydroxide. Remaining ed three firms to submit final pro- tions Plant, conducting compon- ment are managed by the joint
gas is then co_)Ied by a water posals on the design and develop- ents tests and fuil systems tests, and NASA-AEC Space Nuclear Propul- LynnR°bertc.B'McMillion,B°yd'JudithwoodrowC.GuY,W.
exaporation-type heac exchanger merit of a large nuclear rocket conducting certain rests and check- sion Office, Germantown, Mary- Rasco.
using the natural vacuum of space stage (RIFT) to flight test the out items rda_ed to eventual flight land.
to cause tke coolan_ water to boil NERVA nuclear rocket engine, testing. The initial work will em- A two-day pre-proposal confer- Supply Office: Harold J. Fer-

at approximately 33 degrees F. Tke firms are: General Dynam- phasize research and development ence will be held at the NASA rese.

Pressure in the space suit system ics/Astronautics, San Diego, Call- tasks required to answer critical Marshall Space Flight Center, Public Aiiairs Office: Alvin H.technical problems. All of this Huntsville, Alabama, in the near Morewitz.
is maintained by a regulator that fornia, Lockheed Missile and Space
meters oxygen into tile system to Company, Burbank, California and work will emphasize safety and future to help brief these three Budget & Fi*_ance O_fice: Mar-
maintain the suit at nominal cabin Martin Mariett Corporation, Bald- reliability of the system, firms. The companies will be given garet R. Harrison, W. J. Little,The NERVA (Nuclear Engine formal request for proposals and Margaret M. Nagle.
pressure. Thus, in normal operation more, Maryland. for Rocket Vehicle Application) will have an opportunity to discuss Facilities, Design, Operations &
the suit is not pressurized but pro- The RIFT (Reactor In-Flight- engine is now under development the program with the Marshall Conrtruction O_/ice: James M.
rides necessary body ventilation. Test) stage will be hunched by an for the National Aeronautics and Center's Project and Procurement Bayne, I. W. Campagna, Raymond

A secondary oxygen bottle will advanced Saturn booster in the Space Administration and the Officials, who will direct the work. W. Helsem, John C. Welch.
automatically be activated if the I966-67 period. Atomic Energy. Commission by in- Thirty-three firms attended the Gemini Project O_fice: Margar-
primary supply should become The contractor who will be sel- dustrial contractors. Aerojet-Gen- first phase pre-proposal conference et S. Marshall, Jean L. Petersen,
depleted, ected for this program will be re- eral Corporation is prime contrac- at Marshall December 7. Five sub- Norman R. Schulze, Paul M.

A cabin relief valve seals the sponsible for designing the RIFT tor for NERVA with Westing- mitred initial bids January 3. Sturtevant.
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Mercury Recovery
ForceIs Deployed

For MA-6, a task force of twenty-four Navy ships and over sixty
aircraft, with many supporting specialized units, was positioned from
Cape Canaveral across the Atlantic to the Canary Islands. The organiza-
tion responsible for support is
known as the Project Mercury Re- ed in the USS Blandy. Units of
covery Force, under the command this group are:
of Rear Admiral John L. Chew, USS Blandy, USS Cone, USS
USN, Commander Destroyer Flo- Goodrich, USS C. S. Sperry, USS
tilla FOUR. Observer, USS Exploit, USS Re-

MA-6 was the 20th recovery in covery, and four P2V Aircarft from
which this force has participated. Patrol Squadron Eighteen.
Composition of the forces varies From Bermuda to approximately
with each recovery, but is normally half way across the Atlantic, a ACTING MANAGER Tom Markley, Hank Yschek, and Ray Clemence, from left, put up sign an-
composed of ships, aircraft and group under the command of Rear nouncing establishment of NASA Apollo Office at North American Aviation's Space and Infor-
Marine helicopters from the U.S. Adm. W. E. Ellis, Commander Car- marion Systems Division in Downey, Calif. Office will serve as liaison between division, which is
Atlantic Flee, aircraft from the rier Division Two who flew his prime contractor for Apollo spacecraft, and NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center.

AFMTC, aircraft and pararescue flag in the USS Forrestal consists

teams of the Air Rescue Service of: Ap II Offiand LARCs from the Army. Ad- USS For r estal, USS Barry, Apollo Contract M SC' s o o Liaison ce
miral Chew exercises overall con- USS Bearss, USS St6rmes, USS d N th A itrol of the recovery force from the Norflok, USSGlennon, USSWitex, Given To GE Is Opene at or mer can
recovery room located next to the four WV Aircraft from Airborne

control room in the Mercury Con- Early Warning Training Units At- The General Electric Company DOWNEY, CALIF.-A National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
trol Center at Cape Canaveral. lantic, four P5M Aircarft from Pa- has been selected by the National rration Apollo Office has been established at North American Aviation's

The area off-shore to Bermuda trol Squadron Forty-Five, five P5M Aeronautics and Space Adminis- Space and Information Systems Division here under tile direction of act-

was assigned to a recovery group Aircraft from Patrol Squadron tration for a major supporting role ing manager Tom Markley. which is prime contractor for theunder the command of Capt. C.H. Forty-Nine, four SC-54 Aircraft in the manned lunar Apollo pro- The office primarily will serve
Morrison, Jr., Commander Destroy- from 55th Air Rescue Squadron, ject. as liaison between the division, Apollo spacecraft program, and the

NASA Apollo Project Office at the
er Squadron Twenty-Four, embark- four P2V Aircraft from Patrol The contractor wili be charged Manned Spacecraft Center, Hous-

Squadron Eighteen, and 3 HUS with:

Appendectomy Is h liop ersfromMarine Group Welcome
Twenty-Six. 1. Providing integration analy- In addition to Markley, who is

Performed On Ship area assigned the above sis of the total space vehicle, in- Ab d also special assistant to the NASAgroup includes the site selected for eluding booster-spacecraft inter- ocIr Apollo project manager, the initial
ABOARD USS ANTIETAM, the spacecraft landing if it was de- face. staff includes Ray Clemence, from

Feb. 15 -- Radioman Granerson tided to terminate the flight after 2. Assuring overall reliability of During the period January 30 the Apollo Office of Program Con-
trol, who will head the program

Hester, 25, Pensacola, Fla., was re- one orbit, the entire space vehicle, through February 12 there were 81 control and Program Evaluation
covering today from an emergency In the Eastern Atlantic Area, a 3. Developing and operating a persons added to the Manned
appendectomy performed shortly group under the command of checkout system for the total Spacecraft Center staff, and Review Technique (PERT)areas, and Procurement Represen-
before midnight iast night by a Capt. D. G. Dockum, USN, Com- vehicle. Supply O_fice: Walter Williams, tative Hank Yschek. All formeriy
most unusual shipboard interser- mander Destroyer Development The work, to be done by ele- Juanita H. Bower. were associated with NASA's Pro-
vice medical team. Group Two, embarked in the USS ments of GE's Defense Systems Gemini Project Office: Kenneth jeer Mercury team.

The 40-minute operation was Hugh Purvis, was made up of: Department, Syracuse, N. Y., will F. Hecht, Billy R. Warden, Wyen-
conducted by Lt. Cmdr. W.M. USS Chuckawan, USS Hugh Put- be performed in c,a_o phases. The dell B. Evans, Clifford M. Jackson,
Johnson of the Naval Hospital, vis, USS Brownson, USS Sarsfield, first, labeled the study phase, will Alfred A. Bishop, Percy S. Miglic- Tracking Station
Newport, R. I., who himself had four WV Aircraft from Airborne require about six months. During co, Edward P. Gammon, Jr., Ro-
transferred by helicopter a day Warning Squadron Forty-Four, that period, aboat 75 persons will bert L. Frost, Daniel G. Hanning, Negotiatiol'l$ StaFt
earlier from the Destroyer Turner and four SA-I6 or SC-54 Aircraft do detail planning for the effort. John R. Hoffman.
after suffering severe seasickness, from the Air Rescue Service. Cost of the study phase will be Apollo Project Office: Paul E. The National Aeronautics and

Assisting Johnson were Capt. South of Bermuda at a site select- approximately S1 million. Ebersole, Jr., Milton G. Kingsley, Space Administration will negoci-
Karl R. Whitney of Pensacola, the ed for landing at the end of the ate with two companies to select
Antietam's senior medical officer, second orbit, under the command The second or implementation Gilbert C. Symons, Gareth H. Jor-
and two Project Mercury physici- of Capt. J. H. Armstrong, was ]phase will carry through the life dan, Richard G. Irvin. a contractor to operate five manned
ans assigned to examine Astronaut made up of: of Project Apollo, goal of which is Astronauts & Training Office: spaceflight tracking stations.Negotiations will begin soon
John H. Glenn if his spacecraft USS Antietam, USS K. D. Bail- to land an American on the moon James L. Lewis, Richard E. Day.
lands in the Antietam's area, the ey, USS Turner, three P5M Air- before 1970. A cost estimate on Transportation Office: Leon R. wkh Bendix Radio Division ofBendix Corporation, Towson, Mary-
Mercury team members are Army craft, from Bermuda Patrol Unit, this phase of the program awaits Davis, Edward J. Kawiaka, Aubrey
Lt. Col. Richard A. Rink, San and three HUS helicopters from the completion of the initial study. C. Bailey, Saliie Ann Marks. Cherryland'andHill,RCAN.Servicej.,on aC°mpanY'two-year
Antonio, Texas, who administered Marine Air Group Twenty-Six. GE people will work with the Budget & Finance Office: Betty• contract worth about S10 million.

the anesthetic, and Air Force Lt. At the end of the third orbit, NASA centers involved and with E. Turtle, Mary H. Roane, Robert It is for operation and maintenance
Col. Evan W. Schear, Wright-Pat- about 200 miles northwest of San their several major Apollo con- M. Weiner, Rosalie A. Mackey.
terson Air Force Base, Ohio. Navy Juan, a group under the command tractors. The office of Manned Digital Computer Group: Shir- of the Project Mercury stations at
Lc. Peter Zack, assistant medical of RAdm E. R. Eastwold, Com- Space Flight Programs, NASA ley T. Daulton. Bermuda, Grand Canary Island;
officer of the Antietam, also took mander Carrier Division Sixteen, Headquarters, will monitor the GE Personnel Office: Ralph R. Ap- Kano, Nigeria; Zanzibar; a n dGuaymas, Mexico. Also included
part. embarked in the the USS Randolph effort, peI.Stenographic Services: Lydia M. in the test and demonstration sta-

Antietam Duty Corpsmen in at- consisted of: NASA selected GE for the job May, Margaret Sullivan, Gwendo- tion at Wallops Station, Virginia.
tendance were Hospitalmen Don- USS Randloph, USS Non, USS after considering a number of ma- lyn G. Pyeatt, Jeraldine A. War- The Project Mercury network will
aid Manley, Columbia, Pa., Gene Stribling, six P2V Aircarft from jor corporations with space systems masch, Herren R. Langford, Dora also be used in Project Gemini--
Long, Garesville, Texas, Jerry Patrol Squadron Sixteen, two SA- integration and checkout exper- C. Busby, Sara R. Royer, Kristine the follow-on program to Mercury.
Johnson, Detroit, David O'Donnell, 16 and two SC-54 Aircraft of the ience. L. Smith, Dorothy E. Richardson, Gemini is a two-man spacecraft
Northampton, Mass., and John K. Air Rescue Service, and three HUS Evelyn A. Teeters. which will conduct rendevous mis-
Graham, Beloit, Wis. helicopters from Marine Air Group NAME CHANGE Management Servicer: William sions.

Hester, stationed on the Antie- Twenty-Six. A. Bower. Bendix has operated these sta-

tam until about eight months ago, The planned method of retrieval N o r t h r o p Corporation wili Technical Information: Virginia tions for about a year and its con-
has been detached temporarily was by surface ship or helicopter, change the name of its Radioplane H. Epperly.- tract will be extended until Dec-
from Pensacola's Saufley Field for All of the deployed ships had con- Division to Northrop Corporation Procurement & Supply: Silvie ember 3l, 1962. The new contract
duty with Project Mercury. He is ducted pick-up with dummy sapce- --Ventura Division effective April to be negotiated will cover 1963-
a teletype repairman, craft. 2, 1962. (Continued to page 6 ) 64 operations.


